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Quark mass dependence of hadron masses from lattice QCD
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We discuss lattice methods to obtain the derivatives of a lattice meson mass with respect to the bare sea and
valence quark masses. Applications are made to quenched and dynamical fermion configurations. We find
evidence for significant differences between quenched and dynamical fermion configurations. We discuss how
to relate dependence on the bare lattice parameters to more phenomenologically useful quantities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In lattice studies of QCD, the action depends on seve
bare parameters such as the inverse couplingb and those
controlling the quark masses. Here we distinguish sea qu
which contribute to the vacuum and valence quarks wh
propagate in the vacuum but do not contribute to it. Th
there will be two possible parameters describing the qua
masses: the sea and valence hopping parameters (ks andkv).
In lattice studies, unlike experiment, it is possible to va
each of these mass parameters independently.

It is of interest to establish the dependence of quantitie
physical interest, such as hadron masses, on these q
mass parameters. For instance, the valence-quark mas
pendence of the meson mass controls theJ parameter which
is related@1# to the slope ofMV versusM P

2 ~whereM P and
MV are the pseudoscalar and vector meson masses re
tively!. This slope is found in lattice studies to be signi
cantly smaller than the experimental value. It is a challen
for dynamical fermion studies on a lattice to narrow th
discrepancy as the sea quark mass is reduced. Another
of current interest is the magnitude of sea quark effects
hadron masses. The dominant effect of sea quarks is ju
renormalize the coupling~b!; so it is valuable to have tech
niques to explore in fine detail sea quark effects so t
physically significant effects can be explored in dynami
fermion studies.

One direct way to achieve this is to study the theory
many different combinations of parameters. This is the c
ventional way to study the valence quark mass depende
and is reasonably efficient since the lattice configurati
themselves do not depend onkv . For the sea quark mas
however, this is a computationally challenging endea
since different gauge configurations must be constructed
each ks value and then the finite differences of hadr
masses between these different ensembles of configura
will be small and quite noisy.

One way to obtain estimates of derivatives by worki
with a lattice ensemble at one set of parameters is descr
in Ref. @2#. Here we specialize to explore a method to obt
the derivative of a hadron mass with respect to a param
such asks . The method is essentially to take formally th
derivative of a lattice identity. This method, often called
‘‘sum rule,’’ has been used before to obtain derivatives w
0556-2821/99/59~7!/074503~10!/$15.00 59 0745
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respect tob @3#. Here we use a similar approach to extra
derivatives with respect toks andkv—see also@4#.

The derivative with respect tokv involves a three point
function of fermion fields and so cannot be obtained fro
propagators from one source only. Here we choose to
stochastic propagators@6# with maximal variance reduction
@5# which allow the appropriate propagator combination
be evaluated.

For the derivative with respect toks , a disconnected three
point function is needed. In this case we use Z2 noise m
ods @7,8# to evaluate the appropriate combination of prop
gators. We apply this to quenched and dynamical ferm
gauge configurations and see a significant difference.
discuss the impact of these results on the sea-quark de
dence of meson masses.

This study is exploratory and we discuss the compu
tional effort needed to extract these derivatives with resp
to bare quark masses. We also compare our results
those obtained by taking finite differences.

II. QUARK MASS DEPENDENCES

The mesonic masses in lattice studies are determined
measuring two-point correlations of appropriate operator
large time separationt. We then wish to take the forma
derivative with respect to a parameter representing the qu
mass. This will give the required sum rules for the derivat
of the lattice hadron mass with respect to the quark m
parameter.

Consider an action density

S5Sf1bSg5(
1

Nf

c̄Mc1bSg ~1!

where, for the Wilson-Dirac discretization of fermions,

M5m1D ~2!

where the quark mass parameterm[1/k, with k the conven-
tional hopping parameter; so in terms of the bare quark m
mb in the naive continuum limitm5812amb . The termD
contains the Wilson nearest neighbor gauge link terms
well as the Skeikholeslami Wohlert~SW! clover terms with
coefficientCSW. The hadronic correlation is then given by

C~ t !5
1

Z E H~0!H†~ t !eS. ~3!
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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Here for mesonsH will be of the formc̄Gc and in this work
we will concentrate on the case of flavor non-singlet mes
so that hairpin diagrams will not be needed. Then the fer
onic degrees of freedom are integrated out, giving a facto
the inverse of the fermion matrix (G5M21) for each pair-
ing:

C~ t !5^0u@G~0,t !GG~ t,0!G#u0&. ~4!

At large t, this correlation will be dominated by the groun
state meson with the quantum numbers created byH:

C~ t !5c0
2e2M0t1¯ . ~5!

This sketch of the formalism allows us to explore taking t
derivative with respect to the quark mass parameterm ~ac-
tually the inverse hopping parameter! on each side of the
above expressions forC(t). This derivative is to be taken a
fixed b. Then, since formally the onlym-dependence is in
the exponent, the derivative brings down a factor ofNf c̄c:

dC~ t !

dm
5

1

Z E H~0!H†~ t !Nf c̄ceS2C~ t !
1

Z E Nf c̄ceS

~6!

where the second term comes from them-dependence im-
plicit in Z. On integrating out the six fermions, this will giv
two diagrams, connected and disconnected~actually only the
connected part of the disconnected diagram will contrib
as discussed below!. Thus, summing explicitly over the in
sertion att1 , we have

dC~ t !

dm
5(

t1
@2C3~ t1 ,t !1NfD3~ t1 ,t !# ~7!

where for the connected diagram there will be terms from
insertion on either quark line,

C3~ t1 ,t !5^0u@G~0,t1!G~ t1 ,t !GG~ t,0!G#

1@G~0,t !GG~ t,t1!G~ t1,0!G#u0&, ~8!

while the disconnected diagram is, for each flavor of quark
the loop,

D3~ t1 ,t !5^0u@G~0,t !GG~ t,0!G#@G~ t1 ,t1!#u0&

2^0u@G~0,t !GG~ t,0!G#u0&^0u@G~ t1 ,t1!#u0&

~9!

where square brackets imply a trace over color, spin
space coordinates.

In the quenched approximation, only the connected d
gram contributes. This can be seen another way sinceMG
51 impliesMdG/dm1dM/dm G50 and sincedM/dm
51 by definition, thendG/dm52M21G52GG. Thus
either fermion propagator in the mesonic correlator can
‘‘opened’’ by an insertion.

For dynamical fermions, both types of diagram contribu
but one can see that the connected diagram correspon
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varying the valence quark mass while the disconnected
gram corresponds to varying the sea quark mass.

The two point hadronic correlation can be expressed
terms of a sum over intermediate states of massesMi :

C~ t !5(
i

ci
2e2Mit. ~10!

The leading term in the derivative at larget can be then be
evaluated,

dC~ t !

dm
52t

dM0

dm
c0

2e2M0t1
dc0

2

dm
e2M0t1¯ , ~11!

and it thus behaves aste2M0t whereM0 is the ground state
meson mass.

We now extract the contribution from the right hand si
which has this same behavior. For bothC3 and D3 , the
insertion is summed over all space and time. Then the le
ing term arises when the lightest allowed meson propag
and when 0,t1,t. This will produce terms which are linea
in t which arise from thet possible insertions~at t1) between
the creation and destruction of the meson. Then evalua
this ground state meson contribution, for the connected
gram, gives

(
t1

C3~ t1 ,t !5c0
2t~X~1!1X~2!!e2M0t5t~X~1!1X~2!!C~ t !

~12!

where the suffix refers to the insertion on quark propagato
or 2 andX is the matrix element of thec̄c insertion between
ground state hadrons. A similar expression applies for
disconnected case.

Equating the coefficients of the terms behaving aste2M0t

on each side of the identity then gives the exact result th

dM0

dmv
5X~1!1X~2! ~13!

where the matrix element sum can be obtained by extrac
the ground state contribution toC3 /C. In principle this can
be obtained by taking the insertion inC3 such that 0,t1
,t and botht1 and t2t1 are large so that the ground sta
contributes. So we can write

dM0

dmv
5 lim

t1 ,~ t2t1!→`

C3~ t1 ,t !

C~ t !
. ~14!

This sum rule relates the derivative to an expression
can be evaluated from lattice configurations at only one
of parameters. It is an exact identity. If there is a depende
of the lattice meson massM0 on the finite spatial sizeL of
the lattice, the derivative should be taken at fixed numbe
lattice spacings, not at fixed physical size. These consi
ations are very similar to those used in the lattice sum ru
derived by taking formal derivatives with respect tob @3#.

For the disconnected diagram, the equivalent expres
is
3-2
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dM0

dms
52Nf lim

t1 ,~ t2t1!→`

D3~ t1 ,t !

C~ t !
. ~15!

In order to evaluate these expressions on a lattice,
useful to consider efficient ways in which excited state c
tributions can be eliminated, since the formal limits of lar
t will have big noise to signal. Here we consider the co
nected correlationC3 and use a complete set of hadron sta
of massMi in the intermediate intervals of time extentt1 and
t25t2t1 .

In practice, we will be using more than one operator
create and destroy the hadronic state. This allows an opt
combination of these operators to be formed that minimi
the excited state contribution. Then the two-body correlat
between operatorsa at t50 andb at t will be given by

C~ab!~ t !5(
i

ci
~a!e2Mitci

~b! ~16!

C3
~ab!~ t1 ,t2!5(

i , j
ci

~a!e2Mit1xi j e
2M j t2cj

~b! ~17!

wherex00 is the required quantity (X(1)1X(2))—the matrix
element appropriate to the ground state meson of massM0 .
We might expectx11 to be similar in sign and magnitude t
x00 if the quark mass dependence of the excited state is c
parable to that of the ground state and thus excited s
contributions would cancel in the ratioC3 /C. This is incor-
rect, since the off-diagonal terms (x01) will dominate the
excited state contributions toC3 since the excited state onl
propagates for the shorter intervalt1 ~or t2). One way to
extractx00 is to make a fit to the three point data with bo
t1.tmin and t2.tmin , keeping the coefficients and mass
~ci

(a) andMi) fixed from the fit to the two-point function dat
with t.tmin . This can be compared with the more dire
approach of looking for a plateau inC3(t1 ,t2)/C(t) ast1 and
t2 are increased~with t5t11t2).

When two~or more! different types of hadronic creatio
operators are used, a variational method is an effective
to determine the ground state contribution toC and hence to
extract the ground state contribution toC3 . Alternatively, if
a two state fit to the two-body correlation between two o
erators at each end is made, then from the coefficien
follows that a combination of operatorsc1

(2)H12c1
(1)H2 will

remove the contribution of the excited state in the appro
mation that only two states contribute to the correlatio
Then we can use this combination to evaluate the gro
state component ofC3 /C, using

c1
~2!c1

~2!C3
~11!22c1

~2!c1
~1!C3

~12!1c1
~1!c1

~1!C3
~22!

c1
~2!c1

~2!C~11!22c1
~2!c1

~1!C~12!1c1
~1!c1

~1!C~22! . ~18!

A similar analysis holds equivalently for the extraction of t
ground state contributiond00 to D3 .

When t'T/2, the contributions from propagation aroun
the time boundary of the lattice may be significant. ForC3
there will be no such ‘‘round the back’’ term because t
insertion is made explicitly, while forD3 the connected ma
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In contrast the two-body correlatorC will be a sum of two
terms. Illustrating this for the ground state component
one type of operator, we have

C5c0
2e2M0t1c0

2e2M0~T2t ! ~19!

C35c0
2e2M0tx00. ~20!

Hence

C3 /C5x00

1

11eM0~T22t ! . ~21!

This formalism can be used to correct for the differe
t-dependences when looking for a plateau inC3 /C and in
D3 /C as t increases.

We now discuss efficient methods to evaluate these c
elators on a lattice.

III. VALENCE QUARK MASS DEPENDENCE

As a first application, we consider the dependence of
hadron mass on the valence quarks. For this a three p
function needs to be evaluated—see Fig. 1~a! Thus conven-
tional quark propagators from one source are inadequate
this task. One feasible way forward is to use a stocha
inversion method which allows the evaluation of qua
propagators from any site to any other site. Although
stochastic method is not more efficient than the conventio
inversion from one source for mesons made of light qua
@5#, it does allow the flexibility to evaluate three point co
relations readily. For this reason it allows an explorato
study of this area.

Stochastic propagators@5,6# are one technique to inver
the fermionic matrix for the light quarks. They can be us
in place of light quark propagators calculated with the us
deterministic algorithm. The stochastic inversion is based
the relation

Gi j 5M i j
215

1

Z E Df~Mjkfk!* f i exp@2f i* ~M †M! i j f j #

~22!

where, in our case,M is the improved Wilson-Dirac fermi-
onic operator and the indicesi , j ,k represent simultaneousl
the space-time coordinates, the spinor and color indices.
every gauge configuration, an ensemble of independent fi
f i ~we use 24 following@5#! is generated with Gaussia
probability

FIG. 1. The diagrams corresponding toC3 andD3 .
3-3
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P@f#5
1

Z
exp@2f i* ~M †M! i j f j #. ~23!

All light propagators are computed as averages over
pseudo-fermionic samples:

Gi j 5H ^~Mf! j* f i&
or
g5^f j* ~Mf! i&g5

~24!

where the two expressions are related byGi j 5g5Gji
† g5 .

Moreover, the maximal variance reduction method is app
in order to minimize the statistical noise@5#. The maximal
variance reduction method involves dividing the lattice in
two boxes (0,t,T/2 andT/2,t,T) and solving the equa
tion of motion numerically within each box, keeping th
pseudo-fermion fieldf on the boundary fixed. According t
the maximal reduction method, the fields which enter
correlation functions must be either the original fieldsf or
solutions of the equation of motion in disconnected regio
The stochastic propagator is therefore defined from e
point in one box to every point in the other box or on t
boundary. For this reason, when computing the three-p
correlation function

(
x,y,z

^0uH~ t1 ,x!O~ t0 ,y!H†~ t2 ,z!u0& ~25!

the operatorO ~which isc̄c) is forced to be on the boundar
(t050 or T/2) and the other two operators must be in d
ferent boxes, while the spatial coordinates are not c
strained. If j is a point of the boundary, not all the terms
(Mf) j lie on the boundary because the operatorM in-
volves first neighbors in all directions. Hence, wheneve
propagatorGi j is needed with one of the points on th
boundary, we use whichever of the two expressions in
~24! hasMf computed away from the boundary. This im
plies that we are restricted tot>2.

The numerical analysis used 24 stochastic samples
each of 20 quenched gauge configurations, generated@5# on
a 123324 lattice at b55.7, corresponding toa21

50.91 GeV. With improved clover coefficientCSW51.57,
we use two values ofk: k150.14077 andk250.13843. The
lighter valuek1 corresponds to a bare mass of the light qu
around the strange mass. The chiral limit corresponds tokc
50.14351@9#. Error estimates come from bootstrap over t
gauge configurations. We also made an exploratory stud
some dynamical fermion configurations, as will be discus
later.

In smearing the hadronic interpolating operators, spa
fuzzed links are used. Following the prescription in@5,10#, to
which the interested reader should refer for details,
fuzzed links are defined iteratively as

Unew5PS f Uold1(
i 51

4

Ubend,i D ~26!
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where P is a projector overSU(3), and Ubend,i are the
staples attached to the link in the spatial directions. F
iterations of fuzzing withf 52.5 are used and then the fuzze
links are combined to straight paths of length three. T
fuzzed fermionic fields are defined following@10#.

We employed two types of hadronic operator for t
correlations—local and fuzzed—yielding a 232 matrix.
From this we use a variational approach to extract the lin
combination of operators which maximizes the ground st
contribution—as described above. Since we are able to
good two state fits to the two-body correlations for the ps
doscalar meson fort>3, this variational linear combination
was determined usingt-values 3 and 4. In order to maximiz
the ground state contribution relative to excited states,
evaluated the three point diagramC3(t1 ,t2) using values of
t1 and t2 near tot/2 wheret5t11t2 . The ground state im-
proved ratio ofC3(t1 ,t2)/C(t) is plotted in Fig. 2. The ex-
traction of the ground state should be good ift1 ,t2>3. For
odd values oft there are higher statistics~from the 3,4 and
4,3 partitions oft57 for instance!. Thus we expectt57 to
be the best determined value and this is given in Tabl

FIG. 2. The connected correlationC3 /C versus timet5t11t2

in lattice units. The data are for the variational combination t
reduces the excited state contribution and are from quenched
tices withk50.14077 withut12t2u,2. We expect the ground stat
contribution to be dominant whent1.2 and t2.2, that is for t
>6.

TABLE I. Quenched connected loop correlations.

kv M P dMP /dmv dMP
2 /dmv t

0.14077 0.529~2! 1.97~27! 2.08~29! 7
0.13843 0.736~2! 1.56~22! 2.30~32! 7

Finite diff. 2.18~4!

kv MV dMV /dmv t
0.14077 0.815~5! 1.9~9! 7
0.13843 0.938~3! 0.3~4! 7
0.13843 0.938~3! 0.93~26! 5
0.13843 0.938~3! 0.90~18! 4

Finite diff. 1.02~7!
3-4
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Consistency at highert-values confirms that the ground sta
extraction is correct. In some cases, we are able to extrac
ground state contribution for smaller values oft1 and t2 ,
namely 2, and this allows a determination of the connec
correlation down tot54. These values are also reported
the tables where appropriate.

For the pseudoscalar meson, we expect thatM P
2 is ap-

proximately linear inmv . ThusdMp /dmv should decrease
like 1/M P which is indeed consistent with the results sho
in Table I. From the high statistics spectroscopy at these
hopping parameters@9#, one can use the finite difference b
tween theM P values to evaluatedMP

2 /dmv and this value
agrees very well with the values determined from the s
rules atkv50.14077 and 0.13843 respectively as shown
Table I.

For the vector meson, the expectation is thatMV is ap-
proximately linear inmv and the finite difference is evalu
ated accordingly. The sum rule determination with our c
rent statistics is too noisy att57 to give an accurate value
For the heavier quark mass (kv50.13843), a two-state de
scription of the two point correlation data can be made
t>2. This allows us to uset54 and 5 for theC3 /C ratio and
the values from these analyses are also shown in Tab
They are seen to be in excellent agreement with the expe
value from the finite difference. At the lighter quark mas
we needt>3 for a two-state fit so the poor result remain
This is a disappointment, since from the values ofdMV /dmv
anddMP /dmv , one can evaluate theJ parameter~which is
the physical quantity, defined in the continuum limit
MVdMV /dMP

2 at MV /M P51.8) at a quark mass corre
sponding tomv . Thus J can be determined at the lighte
quark mass directly, rather than as a difference between
quark masses. ThisJ parameter is a useful indicator@1# of
the distance between quenched QCD~with J'0.37) and ex-
periment @with J50.48(2)#. Hence a quick and accurat
method to determineJ would be useful to calibrate dynam
cal fermion studies.

We also evaluated the same quantities for dynamical
mion configurations@11# at b55.2 with two flavors of sea
quarks atks50.1395 on a 12324 lattice using a SW-clove
improved action withCSW51.76. The correlation was evalu
ated withkv5ks and is given in Table II. In this case th
higher statistics determination of the masses@11# allows the
derivative at fixedks to be evaluated, givingdMP /dmv
52.2(4) from the finite difference betweenkv of 0.1395 and
0.1390. Our analysis is from only 5 gauge configurations
so the error may be underestimated because of the s

TABLE II. Dynamical fermion connected loop correlations.

kv M P dMP /dmv t

0.1395 0.558~8! 1.3~3! 7
0.1395 0.558~8! 1.5~3! 5
0.1395 0.558~8! 1.4~5! 4
Finite diff. 2.2~4!

kv MV dMV /dmv t
0.1395 0.786~9! 0.2~1.1! 7
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sample size. For the pseudoscalar meson two-point corr
tions, we find acceptable two state fits fort>2 ~the hadronic
operators are local and fuzzed with straight paths of 2 lin!
and this implies that we may use the variational method
extract the ground state contribution toC3 /C for t>4 as
shown in Table II. These results are consistent with the va
usingt57 and with the finite difference value within error
The vector meson case is too noisy to be of any use.
main conclusion is that the ratio of correlationsC3 /C is very
similar in the dynamical configurations to the quenched ca
This is not really surprising since the sea quark masses u
in the dynamical quark study are fairly large—larger than
strange quark mass.

IV. SEA QUARK MASS DEPENDENCE

The disconnected diagram@see Fig. 1~b!# involves mea-
suring two gauge invariant contributions: the two-point ha
ronic correlatorC and the loop contribution corresponding
TrM21 where the trace is a sum over color, spin and spa
coordinates at a given timet0 . This needs the propagato
from each site on a time slice to a sink corresponding to
same site. There is an efficient way to evaluate this mak
use of Z2 stochastic sources@7,8#. Here we propose a varian
of this method which is appropriate for our current stud
This method also gives the two point correlatorC(t1 ,t2) for
pseudoscalar mesons and vector mesons from any timet1 to
any other timet2 . Then combined with the loop contributio
at t0 , we have the ingredients needed to evaluate the
quired connected partD3 of the disconnected correlation.

Details of the Z2 method used are given in the Append
In this exploratory study on 12324 lattices, we use local op
erators to create the pseudoscalar and vector mesons
have used rather generous values of the number of
samples per time slice~namely between 16 and 32 for eac
of the two related types of source used!. This amounts to 768
or more inversions~equivalent to 64 conventional propagat
inversions from 12 color spin sources! per gauge configura
tion. Because of the decreased number of iterations of
inversion algorithm in our case, the time used is equival
to about 30 conventional propagator determinations
gauge configuration. This is a substantial computatio
challenge, but it does provide a significant resource: the l
contributions at eacht and the pseudoscalar and vector co
relators from anyt1 to any t2 . Because of our choice o
number of Z2 samples, we have negligible errors com
from the Z2 noise for the value of TrM21 from each time-
slice and for the pseudoscalar correlator fromt1 to t2 . For
the vector meson correlator, the error from the Z2 metho
in some cases comparable to the intrinsic variation and
correct for this in derived quantities by increasing our err
appropriately where necessary. Indeed, in retrospect
would have been more efficient for the present study to
less Z2 samples and to explore more gauge configurati
Our approach, however, was that so much computationa
fort has gone into the production of the dynamical fermi
configurations that the large number of inversions used
measurement are in effect a relatively small extra overhe

We evaluated these quantities for dynamical fermion c
3-5
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TABLE III. Quenched disconnected loop correlations.

k M P dMP /dms MV dMV /dms R0 ngauge nZ

0.14077 0.529~2! 1.18~26! 0.815~5! 1.6~5! 2.92~1! 20 1632
0.13843 0.736~2! 0.86~15! 0.938~3! 1.0~2! 2.92~1! 20 1632
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figurations@11# at b55.2 with two flavors of sea quarks a
ks50.1390, 0.1395 and 0.1398 on a 12324 lattice using a
SW-clover improved action withCSW51.76. In our evalua-
tions we restrict ourselves to the case where the propaga
quarks have the sea-quark mass, i.e.kv5ks . The number of
gauge configurations used and number of Z2 samplesnZ are
given in Tables III, IV. We also quote, for completeness,
pseudoscalar and vector meson masses and theR0 values
obtained from higher statistics by conventional metho
@9,12,11#. Here R0 is defined implicitly byR0

2F(R0)51.65
whereF(R)5dV(R)/dR andV(R) is the potential between
static sources.

It is possible to measure the disconnected diagram
quenched gauge configurations as well as in dynamical
mion configurations. We use the same gauge configurat
as discussed in the previous section. For the quenched
we include a factor ofNf52 explicitly to facilitate compari-
son with the dynamical fermion configurations that haveNf
52.

As discussed previously, the disconnected 3-point co
lation D3(t1 ,t2) can be fitted to obtain the matrix eleme
d00 that gives usdM/dms . Because we only have data o
the correlations from local hadronic operators in this stu
we choose to make use of the results of conventional stu
of the 2-point correlators from both local and non-loc
~smeared or fuzzed! operators from larger samples of co
figurations@9,11# to determine the couplingsci of the ground
state and excited state mesons to our operators. We find
adequate two-state fits can be made to these 2-point cor
tions for t.2. Then keeping the masses and coefficientsci
fixed, we can fit all the 3-point data witht1.2 and t2.2.
Some typical fits are shown in Fig. 3. The fit results a
shown in Table III from quenched configurations and
Table IV for dynamical fermions.

The sign of the effect implies that the loop (T
5TrM21) is anti-correlated with the pion two-point corre
lation C which straddles it in time on a lattice. This antico
relation is large with, for example,

^dC,dT &/@^~dC!2&^~dT !2&#1/2'20.5 ~27!

at t56 for both the dynamical fermion and quenched cas
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This anti-correlation is seen to be very similar for pse
doscalar and vector mesons. One qualitative argument fo
sign of the correlation is that an upward fluctuation ofC
corresponds to configurations in which quarks propagate
ily over large distances whereas an upward fluctuation of
loop ~T! comes from configurations in which quarks do n
propagate easily—and so have a bigger amplitude at the
gin. In terms of our identities which relate this disconnect
correlation to the derivativesdM/dms , we see that the main
effect comes from the dependence of the lattice spacinga on
ms at fixedb. It is well known thata decreases as the se
quark mass decreases: indeed this is why theb value used in
dynamical simulations is smaller than that used in quench
The UKQCD study@11# of the dynamical fermion configu
rations we are using findsd loga/dms'24—as shown in
Fig. 4. Furthermore, the slope appears larger at smaller
quark mass—in line with what we find in Table IV.

We also measure the same disconnected correlatio
quenched configurations. The results are qualitatively sim
to those from dynamical fermion configurations. This im
plies that one can explore the sea-quark dependence of
son masses usingquenchedconfigurations. This appears
striking advance—one can get at essential information c
cerning sea quarks without the heavy computational ov
head of dynamical fermion simulations. However, it
widely appreciated that most lattice observables are inse
tive to the presence of sea quarks if the lattice spacing
M P /MV ratio are lined up. Hence, once one has expres
the quantity of interest as a vacuum expectation value, it m
be evaluated using quenched configurations. We now
plore this in a little more detail.

For the heavier quenched (k50.13843) and dynamica
(k50.1390) cases, the lattice spacings~taken fromR0'3)
and theM P /MV ratio ~at 0.78! are very similar. Thus we
may directly compare thedM/dms values obtained. From
Tables III, IV, we see thatdM/dms has significantly smaller
values~by two standard deviations! in quenched than in dy-
namical fermion configurations. This conclusion is rei
forced by the presentation of the fits to these data show
Fig. 3. These data suggest that this observable is indeed
pable of distinguishing between configurations with differe
sea quark structure. One note of caution is that since
lattice spacing is rather coarse, the different finite latt
TABLE IV. Dynamical fermion disconnected loop correlations.

k M P dMP /dms MV dMV /dms R0 ngauge nZ

0.1398 0.476~14! 3.0~5! 0.706~16! 2.7~6! 3.65~4! 20 3232
0.1395 0.558~8! 3.1~6! 0.786~9! 3.0~7! 3.44~6! 20 3232
0.1390 0.707~5! 1.9~4! 0.901~10! 1.8~3! 3.05~7! 24 2032
3-6
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QUARK MASS DEPENDENCE OF HADRON MASSES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 074503
spacing effects in quenched and dynamical simulations m
be partly responsible for this observed difference.

This ability to distinguish quantitatively betwee
quenched and dynamical gauge configurations
important—in most cases previously studied, no such
crimination was detectable. That the observable currently
der study allows this discrimination is not entirely une
pected since the dynamical fermion configurations
weighted by det(M) which is closely related to TrM21

which is a component of the disconnected correlator.
For dynamical fermions it is possible to evaluate by co

ventional methods the hadronic mass differences as the
quark mass is varied and so obtain an estimate of the de
tive which can be compared with our results. For the ps
doscalar meson, finite difference determinations@11# at fixed

FIG. 3. The disconnected correlation2NfD3 /C with Nf52
versus timet5t11t2 in lattice units. The upper data are from d
namical fermions withksea50.139, while the lower data from
quenched lattices withk50.13843. The curves show the two-sta
fits to these data withut12t2u50 or 1 as described in the text. Th
additional points~crosses and octagons! haveut12t2u52 or 3 and
are fitted by the dotted curve.

FIG. 4. The lattice evaluation ofR0 for dynamical fermion con-
figurations with sea quarks of hopping parameterk from Ref. @11#.
We definems[1/k.
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valence quark mass ofkv50.1390 givedMP /dms53.1(3)
and of kv50.1395 givedMP /dms54.3(4). Both of these
finite difference estimates are somewhat larger than the
rivatives determined above. The situation is the same for
vector meson mass derivatives where the finite differe
determinations give 3.4~5! and 4.0~1.2! at a fixed valence
mass of 0.139 and 0.1395, respectively.

The two different approaches to determining these s
quark mass derivatives used different gauge ensem
~propagators from the origin from about 100 gauge confi
rations for Ref.@11#, compared to propagators from all site
on about 20 gauge configurations here! and the differences
are only at the two standard deviation level. At present
quoted statistical errors from the derivative method we
are comparable to those from finite differences of mass
Using the full set of gauge configurations available, our d
rivative method would give the more accurate determinat
of the sea quark dependence of the meson masses.

V. DISCUSSION

There are several issues of interest in determining the
pendence of hadron masses on the quark masses. Her
are not concerned with the problem of defining precisely
quark masses. Rather we discuss the dependence of the
son masses as the sea quark mass is reduced to loo
explicit signs of different physics as the quark loops beco
more important in the vacuum. One of the complicating fe
tures in the lattice approach is that changing the sea-qu
mass parameter has several consequences—among them
the lattice spacing is changed.

As an illustration, since the lattice spacinga depends on
the sea quark parameterms , let us consider the dimension
less ratioMV /M P . Then

d

dms
lnS MV

M P
D5

1

MV

dMV

dms
2

1

M P

dMP

dms
~28!

can be evaluated. Since we finddMP /dms'dMV /dms , this
gives a negative result which implies that theMV /M P ratio
increases as the sea quark mass is decreased. This cha
sea-quark mass parameter is at a constantkv , however,
which is not necessarily what is required.

To clarify this discussion, it must be remembered that
bare parameters (b,kv ,ks) which occur in the lattice formal-
ism are not simply related to the more physical parametea
and the sea and valence quark masses which we denote
as m̄v and m̄s . One example of this intricate relationship
that asks is increased~i.e. towardskc so that the sea quark
are lighter!, thena becomes smaller~this can be seen from
the observation thatb needs to be reduced for dynamic
fermions to keepa approximately the same!. Furthermore,
this change ofks is also likely to result in a different value o
kc ~here defined as the value which gives a massless pio
varyingkv at that sea quark mass! and hence the relationshi
of kv with m̄v will be modified too.

Thus one needs to set up a prescription to determine
propriate values of the lattice parameters. One proposal
identify physical quantities which should not depend on
3-7
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M. FOSTER AND C. MICHAEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 074503
of the physical parameters. Thus we can choose to usr 0
~defined via the static potential at moderate separations! to
determine the lattice spacinga, assuming it to be indepen
dent of the quark masses. This would not have been tru
the string tension were to have been used to set the s
since the string breaking at large separation will be stron
affected by the sea quark mass.

For the quark mass dependence, we are considerin
world where the valence quark massm̄v can be varied inde-
pendently of the sea quark massm̄s . This is not so far from
experiment if one regards theu,d quarks as sea quarks an
the strange quark as a valence quark whose contributio
the sea is relatively small.

To isolate the quark mass dependence, we choose to m
use of a very conspicuous experimental fact: the vector
sons are ‘‘magically mixed’’ with thef meson being almos
pure s̄s while the r and v are almost degenerate and com
posed ofu,d quarks. Furthermore, thef has much reduced
decay matrix elements to final states containing onlyu,d
quarks. This is the Okubo-Zweiz-Iizuka~OZI! rule: discon-
nected quark diagrams are suppressed. All of this phen
enology suggests that the vector meson nonet is well
scribed by the naive quark model: it does not cont
significant sea quark contributions to the masses. Thus
choose to define the sea quark massm̄s such that the vecto
meson masses are independent of it. For other mesons,
cially the pseudoscalar mesons, we do expect some de
dence of the masses explicitly on the sea-quark massm̄s and
we shall try to estimate it.

One way to proceed is to remove the expli
a-dependence of the lattice masses by forming the prod
with R0 . ThenR0M P will be equal to the continuum produc
r 0mP up to lattice artifact corrections which are of ordera
for the Wilson fermion discretization but the clove
improvement scheme we use should reduce these lattic
tifact corrections to being dominantly of ordera2. For ease
of notation we definePs5d(R0M P)/dms etc. Here we as-
sume, as discussed above, thatR0 is independent ofmv and
that it does depend onms through the dependence ofa on
ms . This sea quark mass dependence ofR0 can be extracted
by explicitly evaluatingR0 at a range ofms values@11#, as
illustrated in Fig. 4, giving

1

R0

dR0

dms
524.7~1.8!,24.0~2.0! ~29!

where differences are taken fromks of 0.1390–0.1395 and
then 0.1395–0.1398 respectively. These values can the
used to obtain

1

R0M P
Ps5

1

R0M P

d~R0M P!

dms
5

1

R0

dR0

dms
1

1

M P

dMP

dms
~30!

where a substantial cancellation occurs between the la
two terms. Thus we find that the resulting errors are su
ciently large that even the sign ofPs is not well determined.
However, the sign ofPs does not necessarily have any dire
physical meaning as we now discuss.
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Assuming one had accurate values, we now discuss
to interpret them. The situation is illustrated on a plot ofP
[R0M P againstV[R0MV in Fig. 5.

As the valence quark mass parametermv is varied, a
curve is traced out. What is of interest, however, is the d
ference between such curves as the sea quark mass para
ms is varied. Assuming, as discussed above, that the ve
mass (V[R0MV) is independent ofqs then yields the re-
quired dependence of the pseudoscalar mass onms at fixed
V:

d~R0M P!

dms
U

V

5Ps2
Vs

Vv
Pv . ~31!

We claim that this quantity will give the physically releva
part of the sea-quark dependence of meson mas
d(R0M P)/dm̄s5r 0d(mP)/dm̄s). Indeed a presentation in
this spirit was already shown in Ref.@11#. There it was con-
cluded that as the sea-quark mass is reduced, the m
masses move towards closer agreement with the experim
tal data point (hs ,f) with d(R0M P)/dmsuV.0 ~herehs is
the mass expected for ass̄ pseudoscalar meson!.

Since the precision we obtain in this preliminary study
the derivatives is not superior to that which was obtained
directly varying the sea and valence masses@11#, the conclu-
sions of that work are not modified. However, for dynamic
fermion studies where only one sea-quark mass is emplo
our methods will enable the derivatives with respect to
sea-quark mass to be evaluated.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

One of the current problems in lattice study of hadr
spectra is to evaluate the physical consequences of inclu
sea quark effects in the vacuum. We have presented la

FIG. 5. An illustration of the bare valence (v) and sea (s) quark
mass dependence of pseudoscalar (P) and vector (V) meson
masses in units ofR0 .
3-8
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QUARK MASS DEPENDENCE OF HADRON MASSES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 074503
techniques to evaluate the dependence of meson mass
the valence and sea-quark parameters. These techniqu
low such studies to be made using gauge configurations
single set of lattice parameters. This is a significant adva
for dynamical fermion studies which are very computatio
ally intensive. Moreover, it implies that some estimates
these sea-quark properties can even be made using quen
configurations.

We have discussed how to extract physically useful inf
mation about the sea-quark effects from these observa
Our proposal takes account of the changes induced in
lattice spacing and in the valence mass definition as the
quark parameter is changed.

One rather encouraging feature is that we see evidenc
a significant difference for the disconnected correlation ra
~our D3 /C) between quenched and dynamical quark c
figurations. It will be of interest to explore this difference
finer lattice spacing to establish that it is indeed a continu
effect.
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APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF Z2 NOISE VECTOR
METHODS

1. Introduction

We summarize first the salient ideas in the Z2 meth
@7,8#, before indicating the special features that we ha
made use of.

The required time-slice loop term can be expressed
terms of the quark propagatorM21 on a given gauge con
figuration as

T~ t !5(
x
M a j ,a j

21 ~x,t;x,t ! ~A1!

where we explicitly show the color indexa and Dirac index
j here. SinceM is g5-Hermitian, thenT is real on any
time-slice of any gauge configuration. To evaluate this
pression for allx on a time slice using point sources wou
require solving the lattice Dirac equation forL3 sources of
each color and Dirac index. Let us instead explore us
distributed sourcesjp(x,t)bk wherep labels the source.

Then solving the lattice Dirac equation from such
source

Ga j
p ~x8,t8!5M a j ,bk

21 ~x8,t8;x,t !jbk
p ~x,t ! ~A2!

and combining with an appropriate combination involvi
the same source, we have

T p~ t !5(
x

ja j
p ~x,t !* Ga j

p ~x,t !

5ja j
p ~x,t !*M a j ,bk

21 ~x,t;x8,t8!jbk
p ~x8,t8!. ~A3!
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Interpreting the sourcesj as random with specific propertie
then makes this quantity, averaged over realizations of
random source, to be just that required, namely

^T p~ t !&5T~ t !. ~A4!

This allows the possibility of an unbiased estimate of t
required quantity with a moderate number of inversio
(nZ). We require that the random sourcesja j

p (x,t) with p
51, . . . ,nZ are such that the only non-zero expectation v
ues of bilinears are given by

^ja j
p ~x1 ,t1!* jbk

q ~x2 ,t2!&5dpqdabd jkdx1 ,x2
d t1 ,t2

. ~A5!

This can be implemented by assigning an independent
dom number to each sitex, color a and Dirac indexj for
each samplep. The optimum distribution of those random
numbers can be chosen to minimize the variance of the
quired observable.

The variance of this estimator is minimized@7# by taking
Z2 noise~more correctly Z23Z2), namely each componen
~for real and imaginary parts separately! to be randomly
61/&. Then

sz
25

1

2
Real~M i j

21M j i
211M i j

21M i j
21* ! iÞ j ~A6!

where only the off-diagonal part ofM21 contributes and
here we include space, time, color and Dirac indices intoi .

The variance can be reduced by using a more selec
source, for example@8# with specific Dirac components. Thi
involves more inversions, however, if the full signal is to
evaluated. Here we choose, instead, to use a source whi
only on a specific time-planet0 . Thus in the above formal-
ism jp(x,t)bk is to be taken as zero outside the time-slicet0
of interest. This reduces the variance by a factor of appro
mately 4 at the expense of 24~in our case! times as many
inversions. This is not cost-effective for evaluatingT but it
does enable us to extract mesonic two-point correlators as
now discuss.

2. Meson correlators

It is also possible to use Z2 source methods to determ
meson correlators. For illustration, consider the correla
between local hadron operators of zero momentum given
the average in the gauge configurations:

C~ t !5^0uH~ t1!H†~ t2!u0& ~A7!

with t5ut12t2u and where

H~ t !5(
x

c̄a j~x,t !G jkcak~x,t ! ~A8!

creates a meson with quantum number given by the D
matrix G, whereG5g5 for pseudoscalar mesons andG5g i
for vector mesons.

Then, using theg5-Hermitian property of the fermion ma
trix, we need to evaluate~suppressing the color indices!
3-9
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C~ t !5 (
x1 ,x2

^0u~Gg5! i jM ik
21~x1 ,t1 ;x2 ,t2!

3~Gg5!klM j l
21* ~x1 ,t1 ;x2 ,t2!u0&. ~A9!

This can be evaluated using Z2 methods whereGp(t) is the
propagator from sourcejp on time-slicet provided one also
has the propagatorGpG(t) from source (Gg5)jp on the same
time-slice. Then the average over samplesp of this source
will give the contribution toC(t) from one time-slice on one
gauge configuration:

C~ t !5K (
x2

Gi
p~ t1 ;x2 ,t2!Gj

pG* ~ t1 ;x2 ,t2!~Gg5! i j L .

~A10!

This method allows us to obtain mesonic correlators fr
any time slice to any other. For the pseudoscalar meson
additional inversions are needed sinceGg551 in that case.
For the vector meson case, we useG5g i with i 51, 2 or 3
randomly chosen for each samplep.

In principle, one could obtain mesonic correlations us
Z2 methods without additional inversions—for example
explicitly evaluating the average over samplesp, q of

(
x2

Gi
p~ t1 ;x2 ,t2!G i j j j

q* ~x2 ,t2!

3(
x1

Gk
q~ t2 ;x1 ,t1!Gklj l

p* ~x1 ,t1!. ~A11!
. D

o,
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In this case, combinatorial factors make the variance of
estimator comparable to the signal; so it is an inefficie
estimator. Using sources at allt would aggravate this prob
lem considerably.

As described in the main text, we can combine the
estimate of the loop att0 with the Z2 estimate of the mesoni
correlator, providedt0 is not the source point of the meson
correlator determination. This restriction is of no cons
quence since we are interested in a loop roughly midw
along the mesonic correlator.

3. Propagators from Z2 sources

The techniques used to evaluate the propagator fro
given Z2 source are just those used in a standard inver
from any source. This is achieved by an iterative invers
process~either minimal residual orBICGSTAB algorithms
were used!. The special feature is that the precision need
in this iteration is such that any biases are at a level subs
tially below the statistical noise from the Z2 method. We a
able to monitor several quantities of interest~e.g. TrM21 on
a time slice and the pion propagator to larget) continuously
during the iterative inversion process. The convergence
these quantities of interest during the iterative process is
monotonic, but we are able to establish a value of the
sidual that guarantees sufficiently small systematic err
from lack of convergence. In practice we need approximat
one half of the number of iterations used in a conventio
inversion. This has also been discussed by the SESAM C
laboration@8#.
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